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A new approach for implementing quantum massive parallel computations is presented, using methods of circuit implementation of quantum algorithmic gates. Methods for designing fast quantum operators such as superposition, entanglement, and interference are considered. The presented methods allow you to reduce the number of actions that must be performed. The implementation is presented as a support tool for SW&HW supercomputer accelerator for modeling quantum algorithms. In particular, a new quantum-genetic and quantum-fuzzy inference algorithm for intelligent robotic control has been implemented. Also, a new method for performing Grover’s inference without operations with the product is presented.
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Представлен новый подход к реализации квантовых массивных параллельных вычислений с использованием методов схемной реализации квантовых алгоритмических вентилей. Рассмотрены такие методы построения быстрых квантовых операторов, как суперпозиция, запутанность и интерференция. Представленные методы позволяют сократить количество действий, которые необходимо выполнить. Реализация представлена как вспомогательный инструмент суперкомпьютерного ускорителя SW&HW для моделирования квантовых алгоритмов. В частности, был реализован новый алгоритм квантового-генетического и квантово-нечеткого вывода для интеллектуального управления роботами. Также представлен новый метод выполнения вывода Гровера без операций с произведением.
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Для цитирования:

Introduction

This report is concerned with the problem of discovering a new family of quantum algorithms (QAs). The presented method and relative hardware implements matrix operations performed in second and third step of a QA the so-called interference and entanglement operators, this operators allow you to achieve a substantially increasing in computational speed-up with respect to the corresponding software realization of a traditional and a new quantum search algorithm (QSA). A high-level structure of a generic entanglement block that uses logic gates as analogy elements is described. Moreover, a new method for performing Grover
interference without products is introduced. This model has the advantage that proving lower bounds is tractable which allows one to demonstrate provable speed-up over classical algorithms or to show that a given QA is the best possible [1, 2]. Next, we will describe the method of designing main quantum operators and hardware implementation of Grover’s algorithm for fast search in large unstructured database and related topics concerning the intelligent control in robotic of an ill-defined process including search-of-minima entropy uncertainty intelligent operations is described. Quantum supremacy of intelligent robotic control with quantum fuzzy inference demonstrated on Benchmarks.

**General Structure of QA**

A QA estimates (without numerical computing) the qualitative properties of the function $f$. From a mathematical standpoint, a function $f$ is the map of one logical state into another. The problem solved by a QA can be stated in the symbolic form as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Input</th>
<th>$A$ function $f: {0,1}^n \rightarrow {0,1}^m$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem</td>
<td>Find a certain property of function $f$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The general structure of QA on Fig. 1 is demonstrated.

Fig. 1. General structure of quantum algorithm gate

In general, the superposition operator consists of the combination of the tensor products Hadamard $H$ operators with identity operator $I$:

$$H = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 1 \\ 1 & -1 \end{bmatrix}, \quad I = \begin{bmatrix} 1 & 0 \\ 0 & 1 \end{bmatrix}. $$

The superposition operator of most QAs can be expressed (see Fig. 1) as following:

$$Sp = \bigotimes_{i=1}^{n} H \otimes \bigotimes_{i=1}^{m} S,$$

where $n$ and $m$ are the numbers of inputs and of outputs respectively. Operator $S$ may be or Hadamard operator $H$ or identity operator $I$ depending on the algorithm. Numbers of outputs $m$ as well as structures of corresponding superposition and interference operators are presented in [7] for different QAs.

Fig. 2 shows the general structure of QA that includes almost of described peculiarities.
The quantum circuit is a high-level description of how these smaller matrices are composed using tensor and dot products in order to generate the final quantum gate as shown in Fig. 1. QA structure has three main quantum operators: superposition; entanglement (quantum oracle) and interference in quantum massive parallel computing.

**Information and thermodynamic trade-off between control quality measures**

For Fig. 3 the following notations are introduced: \( V - \) Lyapunov function; \( S_p, S_c - \) entropy production in the of control object (Plant) and the regulator (Controller), respectively; Let us \( V - \) Lyapunov function as \( V = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_{i}^2 + \frac{1}{2} S^2; \) \( S = S_p - S_c - \) generalized entropy of control system; \( \dot{q}_i = \varphi(q_i,S,u,t) - \) the equation of motion of the plant; \( q_i - \) generalized coordinate; \( u - \) the desired control.

Assume that the control object is described in General form by the equation \( \dot{q}_i = \varphi(q_i,S,u,t) , \) where \( q_i - \) the generalized coordinate and describes the movement of the control object, \( u - \) the control and \( S(t) = S_p(t) - S_c(t) - \) is the generalized entropy of the system, as the difference between the production of entropy control object \( S_p - \) and the entropy production control \( S_c - \) by the regulator. Let us \( V - \) Lyapunov function as \( V = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_{i}^2 + \frac{1}{2} S^2; \) \( S = S_p - S_c - \) and consider the following equation:

\[
\frac{dV}{dt} = \frac{1}{2} \sum q_i \varphi(q_i,S(t),u) + (S_p - S_c)(\dot{S}_p - \dot{S}_c).
\]

Equation (1) relates in analytical form such qualitative concepts of control theory as stability \( V (Lyapunov function) , \) controllability and robustness based on the concept of entropy of phenomenological thermodynamics [1].

This approach allows, as noted earlier, to find the necessary distribution between the levels of stability, controllability and robustness, which allows to achieve the goal of control in Unforeseen situations with a minimum consumption of useful resource by using as a fitness function in the genetic algorithm the minimum production of generalized entropy, which is included in the right part (1).

For Fig. 3 the equation of distribution of qualities of control of dynamic system connects in the analytical form on the basis of concept of entropy of phenomenological thermodynamics such qualitative concepts of the theory of control as stability, controllability and robustness.
As a result, the necessary distribution between the levels of stability, controllability and robustness, as a function of suitability in the genetic algorithm, the criteria for the minimum production of generalized entropy are used, which allows to achieve the goal of control in Unforeseen situations with a minimum consumption of useful resources.

The thermodynamic definition of $S$ and information entropy $H$ are related by the von Neumann relation as: $S = kH = -\sum p_i \ln p_i$, where $k \approx 1.38 \cdot 10^{-23}$ and is the Boltzmann constant. Consider now (1) with regard to the relation of thermodynamic entropy to Shannon information entropy. Substitute the Shannon information entropy $-H$ in equation (1) instead of $S(t)$. As a result, we obtain:

$$\frac{dV}{dt} = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{n} q_i \varphi\left(q_i, t, k \left(H_c - H_p\right), u\right) + k \left(H_c - H_p\right) \left(\dot{H}_c - \dot{H}_p\right) \leq 0. \tag{2}$$

Thus, Eq. (2) also relates stability, controllability and robustness, but already on the basis of Shannon information entropy, which also allows to determine the control for the guaranteed achievement of the control goal in unforeseen situations with the minimum amount of information about the external environment and the state of the control object. Consequently, (1) and (2) constitute a system of equations, the solution of which determines the control, guaranteeing the achievement of the control goal in unforeseen situations with a minimum consumption of useful resources and the minimum required initial information [1, 4].

**Quantum fuzzy inference based on quantum genetic algorithm in intelligent robotics**

PID controller is a widespread type of controller in control loops. The controller is used in 70% of the industrial automation, most of them require constant adjustment, as a result of which they do not work very effectively, especially if the situation differs from the calculated one. Increasing robustness and efficiency is possible through the use of quantum computing and quantum search algorithms, and as a special case - quantum fuzzy inference (QFI). Without increasing the cost of a temporary resource – in online.

An example of such a control structure is shown in figure 4, which shows the integration of several fuzzy controllers into a single control system in the QFI block which allows creating a new quality in control – online self-organization of KB [1]. In general, the structure of a QAG based on a QGA described in (1) in the form:
QGA have already been actively used in human action recognition [5] and fault diagnosis of gearbox [6]. Structure of corresponding QAG on Fig. 4 is shown.

![QAG structure of QFI with QGA](image)

Fig. 4. QAG structure of QFI with QGA

The first part in designing Eq. (2) is the choice of the type of the entangled state of operator $U_F$. Developed by quantum genetic search algorithm (QGSA) (see, Fig. 5), is the basic unit of such an intelligent control system (ICS).

![Intelligent self-organizing quantum search algorithm for intelligent control systems](image)

Fig. 5. Intelligent self-organizing quantum search algorithm for intelligent control systems

Results of simulation show computing effectiveness of robust stability and controllability of (QFI + QGA)-controller and new information synergetic effect: from two fuzzy controllers with imperfect knowledge bases can be created robust intelligent controller (extracted hidden quantum information from classical states is the source of value work for controller [1]) in on-line. Intelligent control systems with embedding intelligent QFI-controller can be realized either on classical or on quantum processors (as an example, on D-Wave processor type).

Two classes of quantum evolution (1) are described: QGA and hybrid genetic algorithm (HGA). The QFI algorithm for determining new PID coefficient gain schedule factors $K$ (see, below Fig. 6) consists of such steps as normalization, the formation of a quantum bit, after which the optimal structure of a QAG is selected, the state with the maximum amplitude is selected, decoding is performed and the output is a new parameter $K$.

At the input, the QFI obtains coefficients from the fuzzy controller knowledge bases formed in advance based on the KB optimizer on soft computing. The next step is carried out normalization of the received signals $[0, 1]$ by dividing the current values of control signals at their maximum values (max k), which are known in advance.

*Formation of quantum bits.* The probability density functions are determined. They are integrated and they make the probability distribution function. They allow defining the virtual state of the control signals for generating a superposition via Hadamard transform of the current state of the entered control signals.
The law of probability is used: 
\[ p(0) + p(1) = 1, \] 
where \( p(0) \) is the probability of the current real state and \( p(1) \) is the probability of the current virtual state. The superposition of the quantum system "real state – virtual state" has the form (4)

\[ |\psi\rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} (\sqrt{p(0)} |0\rangle + \sqrt{1-p(0)} |1\rangle). \] 

The next step is selection of the type of quantum correlation – constructing operation of entanglement. Three types of quantum correlation are considered: spatial, temporal and spatial temporal. Each of them contains valuable quantum information hidden in a KB.

Quantum correlation considered as a physical computational resource, which allows increasing the successful search for solutions of algorithmically unsolvable problems. In our case, the solution of the problem of ensuring global robustness of functioning of the control object under conditions of unexpected control situations by designing the optimal structure and laws of changing the PID-controller gain factors by classical control methods is an algorithmically unsolvable problem. The solution of this problem is possible based on quantum soft computing technologies [1, 4]. The output parameters of the PID-regulators are considered as active information-interacting agents, from which the resulting controlling force of the control object is formed. In a multi-agent system, there is a new synergistic effect arising from the exchange of information and knowledge between active agents (swarm synergetic information effect) [2]. There are several different types and operators of QGAs [3]. QGA and HGA are tested on example of the roots searching task of equation.

Remark. One of the interesting ideas was proposed in 2004, taking the first steps in implementing the genetic algorithm on a quantum computer [1, 2]. The author proposed this quantum evolutionary algorithm, which can be called the reduced quantum genetic algorithm (RQGA). The algorithm consists of the following steps: 1) Initialization of the superposition of all possible chromosomes; 2) Evaluation of the fitness function by the operator F; 3) Using Grover’s algorithm; 4) Quantum oracle; 5) Using of the diffusion operator Grover G; 6) Make an evaluation of the decision. The search for solutions in RQGA is performed in one operation. In this case the matrix form is the result of RQGA action [7].

Benchmark Inverted pendulum

This is a typical Benchmark of control theory, they demonstrating a quality of control system. Task of control is to achieve the stability of inverted pendulum in vertical position. The motion of the dynamic system “cart – pole” is described by the following equations (control object is an essentially nonlinear dissipative system):

\[ \ddot{\theta} = \frac{g \sin \theta + \cos \theta \left( \frac{u + \xi(t) + a_x \dot{z} + a_z z - m l \dot{\theta}^2 \sin \theta}{m + m} \right) - k \dot{\theta}}{l \left( \frac{4}{3} - \frac{m \cos^2 \theta}{m + m} \right)}, \] 

Fig. 6. Quantum fuzzy inference algorithm
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A mathematical model (4) of the control object presented above contains the following variables: $\theta$ is the pendulum deviation angle (degrees); $z$ is the movement of the cart ($m$); $g$ is the acceleration of gravity ($9.8 \text{ m/s}^2$); $m_c$ is the pendulum mass ($kg$); $l$ is the pendulum half-length ($m$); $\xi(t)$ is the stochastic excitation; and $u$ is the control force acting on the cart ($N$).

Note that the model has underdetermined parameters such as friction in the pendulum shaft and friction surface on the wheel. Verification of the model with these parameters was considered in [8 – 10].

Compare the different regulators: classical $PID$-controller, with constant coefficients, fuzzy controllers $FC_1$ and $FC_2$, based on $SCO$, and $QFI$ controllers based on different types of correlations: Quantum-Space-Time ($Q-ST$), Quantum-Time ($Q-T$), Quantum-Space ($Q-S$). These $QFI$ controllers are based on $FC_1$ and $FC_2$, and optimized using remote connection.

The mathematical modeling and physical experiments in two situations control:
- typical situation (S1), the delay of control is standard – 0.015 sec;
- unforeseen situation (S2), the delay of the control error – 0.035 seconds.

The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7.

Mathematical modeling and experimental results are received for the case of unpredicted control situation and knowledge base of fuzzy controller was designing with SW of $QCoptKBTM$ for teaching signal measured directly from control.

As model of unpredicted control was the situation of feedback sensor signal delay on three times. Results of controller’s behavior comparison confirm the existence of synergetic self-organization effect in the design process of robust $KB$ on the base of imperfect (non-robust) $KB$ of fuzzy controllers.

In unpredicted control situation control error is dramatically changing and $KB$ responses of fuzzy controllers ($FC_1$ and $FC_2$) that designed in learning situations with soft computing are imperfect and do not can achieve the control goal. Using responses of imperfect $KB$ (as control signals for design the schedule of time dependent coefficient gain in $PID$-controller) in Box $QFI$ the robust control is formed in online.

Fig. 7. Simulation & experimental results comparison for unpredicted control situation in cases of $PID$-controller, fuzzy controller and $QFI$-controller (b)

This effect is based on the existence of additional information resource that extracted by $QFI$ as quantum information hidden in classical states of control signal (as response output of imperfect $KB$’s on new control error) [7 – 10].
Robotic Manipulator: Quantum supremacy

The seven degrees of freedom (7DoF) and seven-link robotic manipulator is described in this part.

Due control object is complex, ICS for 7DoF manipulator is constructed with using decomposition principal. Seven independent FCs (FC1 – FC7) are used for control each of manipulator link. The decomposition of control allows reducing complexity of constructing ICS.

However, character of ICS somewhat reduced due to independence of seven FCs (Fig. 8).

QFI unit introduction allows improving ICS behavior by self-organization of independent KBs in FC1 – FC7.

Consider the first internal unpredicted situation – the random noise in the control channel (see, the signal \( s(t) \) on Fig. 8). Comparison of manipulator behavior for control system based on soft computing and based on quantum soft computing in performance criteria terms is shown in Fig. 9 (on the base results of sixty-five experiments).

The results are demonstrating if ICS is used with QFI gate, all of evaluation of performance criteria improve (expect “One iteration time”).

The one of cases is shown in Fig. 10 (a). Positioning accuracy is better if used ICS with QFI unit (in this case positioning error is 0.184 m). Positioning error is 1.918 m, if used ICS without QFI unit.
Fig. 10. (a) Manipulator behavior with random noise in the control channel, (b) Manipulator behavior with random noise in the measurement system.

Consider the second internal unpredicted situation – random noise in the measurement system (see, the signal \( d(t) \) and “Sensors”, Fig. 8). Comparison of Manipulator behavior for control system based on soft computing and based on quantum soft computing in performance criteria terms is shown in Fig. 11.

The results are demonstrating if ICS is used with QFI unit, all of evaluation of performance criteria improve (expect “One iteration time”).

Fig. 11. Manipulator behavior with random noise in the measurement system

The one of cases is shown in Fig. 10 (b). Positioning accuracy is better if used ICS with QFI unit (in this case positioning error is 0.262 m). Positioning error is 2.519 m, if used ICS without QFI unit.

Conclusions

Physically, the synergistic effect means self-organization of knowledge and the creation of additional information, which allows the multi-agent system to perform the most useful work with minimal loss of useful resource and with a minimum of necessary initial information, while not destroying the lower, executive level of the control system. Together with the informational-thermodynamic law of intelligent control (optimal distribution of control qualities as "stability – controllability – robustness"), the IMS, developed as a multi-agent system, effectively ensures the achievement of the control goal under conditions of uncertainty of initial information and a limited useful resource.

Currently, end-to-end quantum information technologies have become widespread in such areas as unstructured database search, artificial intelligence, intellectualization of production processes, intelligent cognitive robotics, and many others. The development of this direction has made it possible to test a number of new types of algorithms for analyzing and processing data, which have proven themselves in the tasks of teaching and robust control of complex and weakly formalized objects, which sometimes function in emergency and unforeseen situations. These algorithms include, in particular, quantum algorithms for...
searching and retrieving knowledge, quantum neural networks and quantum genetic algorithms (see, Fig. 12).

New circuit implementation design method of quantum gates for fast classical efficient simulation of search QAs is developed. Benchmarks of design application as Grover’s QSA and QFI based on QGA demonstrated.

Applications of QAG approach in intelligent control systems with quantum self-organization of imperfect knowledge bases are described on concrete examples. Quantum supremacy demonstrated.

Results of controller’s behavior comparison confirm the existence of synergetic self-organization effect in the design process of robust KB on the base of imperfect (non-robust) KB of fuzzy controllers: from two imperfect KB with quantum approach robust KB can be created using only quantum correlation. In classical intelligent control based on soft computing toolkit this effect is impossible to achieve.

Fig. 12. Background of quantum computational intelligence
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